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Before attempting to install this gazebo,
read this manual and follow all its Safety
Rules and Installation Instructions.
Please don't destroy boxes until completely
assembled
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Safety Instructions

2. To assemble the wall:

1. Do not attempt to assemble the screenhouse under windy
conditions.
2. In the event of strong winds or storms are forecasted,
disassemble and store in a safe place. Minimum precaution
requires removal of the roof.
3. While this screenhouse meets CPAI Code 84 requirements for
flame retardency, keep open flames and inflammable materials
outside and at a safe distance from your screenhouse.

A. Form a rough circle with screening on the outside
like diagram.

1. Prior to assembly:
Retain the packing carton for off-season storage.
A. To safely and easily assemble the screenhouse, a minimum of
two people are needed. You will need medium-sized slot head
and square screwdrivers and a sturdy chair or 5-6 foot stepladder.
B. You should erect your Abris Penguin screen room on as level
a spot as possible.
C. Remove the vinyl roof, roof tubes, vinyl hinges and the door
hardware box and inventory parts as follows.

B. Position opening
where you desire door.
With a header plate at the
top.
C. Line up the edge of the
doorframe and another frame so the frames are almost
touching.
D. Holding one end of
the vinyl hinge vertically
above two frames slowly
insert simultaneously into
both frames until
completely inserted.

3. Installation of metal tube
tips:
A. Take brackets and
screw to frame as
illustrated.

4. Assembly of roof to frame:
DOOR

D. Completely open vinyl roof and lay on a flat surface,
preferably in direct sunlight to allow folds and creases to
disappear.
E. Set packing carton upright and remove wall assembly.
F. Unfold wall assembly like an accordion.

You will need two people and a stool or ladder.
A. One person should be on the stool or stepladder in
the center of the screen room holding hubs angled
downward, parallel with top of the wall panel. See
illustration below.
B. The second person starts to take the tubes in order as
per the appropriate diagram, place them on the hub and
tube tip.
C. Place the tube tip through the tube tip bracket as top
illustration shows.
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N.B. After the first few poles have been installed, you will
have to apply a slight pressure to flex the tubes when
attaching to the panels. After completely inserting all the
poles the roof will be domed shaped.

5. To install the roof:
To make sure your roof is taut, please read instructions
prior to attempting installations of the roof.
The vinyl laminated roof material is cut and sewn by hand in
the same manner as clothes. Slight variations in the sections
of the roof can be present.
The roof may shrink slightly after approximately three (3)
seasons, after which there should not be anymore shrinking.
If you find the roof tight due to abnormal shrinking, and is
hard or impossible to install, the roof tubes can be shortened
by taking a hacksaw and cutting off ½” or whatever is
required to make it fit properly.
A. Unfold vinyl roof and spread evenly on the ground with
seams of binding up (on the outside surface). Flip roof over
the tubes from the side so the seams are face down. Allow
time for fabric to “relax”. Install roof. Make sure to line
up the door opening and the door.
B. Place grommets over one tube tip by grasping the
material with both hands and pressing both thumbs on the
frame for leverage, pull the top toward you and secure
grommet to the tube tip.
C. Repeat step 5B for the grommet on the opposite side until
done all around.
D. If adjustments are needed, simply turns the nut on the
metal tube tip with a ¾” open wrench until roof is tight.

6. To install door latch:
A. On the doorframe there are three holes supplied for
mounting the door latch.
B. Assemble components as
per sketch in box. You may
need to cut pin to size.
C. With the door in the
closed position, drill holes for
striker plate, put on frame and
adjust so door can close and open freely.

7. To anchor screenhouse:
A. Verify that all walls are straight while paying special
attention to the doorframe.
B. Take hold down brackets (85-8) and slide into the
frame. Two (2) brackets per frame fastened with screws
(not supplied).
C. If you are setting the room up in your backyard not on
concrete or wooden deck, you will need to order a lawn
anchor kit.

8. Cleaning and storing
A. You must disassemble the Gazebo for the winter
by reversing the assembly techniques.
B. Clean the roof before storage by using a mild detergent,
add warm water, and scrub with a medium bristle brush.
Rinse thoroughly.
C. IMPORTANT – Be certain that the top fabric and
ribbed webs are thoroughly dry before folding. Moisture,
if trapped in folds, will cause rot and mildew.
IMPORTANT NOTES:
WIND: in the event of strong winds or storms are
forecast, remove roof entirely. SNOW: Roof must be
removed after seasonal use.

N.B. It is common for small needle holes to be visible; the
vinyl has been stitched. Vinyl material is not like cloth
fibres it will not contract after being pierced with a sewing
needle. During the first several rains, it may leak.
However, the thread used has a cotton wrap that expands
when it gets wet so it should close the needle holes and stop
the leaks. If the leaks continue, apply a liquid sealer (not
supplied).

NOTE: Because the roof is a vinyl laminate, under certain
conditions it may display a slight relaxing effect causing
slight depressions. Should water collect in these
depressions remove by standing inside the screenhouse and
pushing the roof upward and outward.
FLAME RETARDANCY: While this screenhouse meets
CPAI Code 84 for flame retardancy, keep open flames and
inflammable materials outside and at a safe distance.
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Parts List
If replacement parts are not available from your
dealer, order directly from the factory.

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
WITHOUT NOTICE

Cat. No.
85-003

Description
Door handles for round room

List price
$ 40.65

85-008

Hold down bracket

$ 6.30
set 6 pcs

85-011

Vinyl hinge (74”)

$

85-014

Replacement fibreglass 44” x 75”

$ 16.27

85-015

T-Spline to retain cloth

$

85-018

Replacement Fabric for privacy panel 44” (White)

$ 15.20

85-019

Replacement Fabric for privacy panel 44” (Clear)

$ 15.20

85-021

Hinges for spring door

$ 2.94

85-022

Bottom Spring for privacy panel

$ 1.98
set 2 pcs

85-023

Handle for privacy panel

$ 5.10
set 2 pcs

85-057

Frame with screening

$156.63

87-106

Roof for 91008

$439.92

85-078

8 hole hub for 91008

$ 57.89

99-107

59 5/8” pole for 91008

$ 11.19

87-108

Roof for 91109

$ 426.83

85-081

9 hole hub for 91009

$ 60.25

99-109

66 ½” pole for 91009

$ 12.35

87-110

Roof for 91210

$589.49

85-085

10 hole hub for 91210

$ 82.88

99-111

74 ¼” pole for 91210

$ 13.79

87-112

Roof for 91311

$ 562.28

85-089

11 hole hub for 91311

$ 74.43

9.50

6.30
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99-113

80 7/8” pole for 91311

$ 15.02

87-114

Roof for 91412

$ 641.09

85-093

12 hole hub for 91412

$ 78.10

85-098

Hinge door and frame fits all round rooms

$352.73

99-115

87 3/8” pole for 91412

$ 16.22

95-239

Metal tube tip and nut

$

5.30

94-220

135°side bracket with metal tube tip

$

8.40

94-222

149° side bracket with metal tube tip

$

8.40

94-221

142° side bracket with metal tube tip

$

8.40

85-099

Privacy Panel 44” (White) 34 ½” x 42”

$ 54.73

85-101

Privacy Panel 44” (Clear) 34 ½” x 42”

$ 56.64

96-418

Privacy Panel 44” (White) 34 ½” x 42”

$ 76.62

85-121

Privacy panel for round door (White) 31 7/16” x 40”

$ 54.73

85-122

Privacy panel for round door (Clear) 31 7/16” x 40”

$ 56.64

96-421

Privacy panel for round door (White) 31 7/16” x 40”

$ 76.62

GENERAL INFORMATION
Please print or type your name and address plainly, so it
will be easy to read. Indicate stock number and
description or items as they appear in parts list. Quebec
residents add G.S.T and T.V.Q. others add G.S.T. only.
All merchandise sold F.O.B. shipping point + handling
of $15.00 minimum or 5% of purchase cost.
Minimum order $25.00. NO C.O.D. SHIPMENT

IMPORTANT
Each item on our parts list has been carefully selected
and is guaranteed to be as represented. Our ability to fill
your orders may be affected by conditions beyond our
control. We do not assume any liability for delays in or
failure to make delivery due to conditions beyond our
control, including delays of carriers, accidents, strikes,
etc. or any other unavoidable cause.
We may be forced to partially fill your order and backorder the balance. In this event, please bear with us – we
will always do our very best to supply you promptly. No
substitutions will be made without written approval. No
merchandise can be returned for credit without our
authorization. Returns must be prepaid.
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csr11@gazebopenguin.com

91412- 14`dia

85-081

91311- 13`dia

DESCRIPTION
8 HOLE HUB

91210- 12`dia

PART#
85-078

91109- 11`dia

ROUND ROOMS

91008- 10`dia

All sizes are approximate

1

---

---

---

---

9 HOLE HUB

---

1

---

---

---

85-085

10 HOLE HUB

---

---

1

---

---

85-089

11 HOLE HUB

---

---

---

1

---

85-093

12 HOLE HUB

---

---

---

---

1

94-220

135° SIDE BRACKET

8

---

---

---

---

94-221

142° SIDE BRACKET

---

9

10

---

---

94-222

149° SIDE BRACKET

---

---

---

11

12

95-239

METAL TUBE TIP ½ ”

8

9

10

11

12

95-242

NUTS 1/2”

8

9

10

11

12

95-218

SCREW 1/4”x1-1/4”

16

18

20

22

24

95-226

NUTS 1/4”

16

18

20

22

24

85-003

HANDLES

1

1

1

1

1

85-008

HOLD DOWN BRACKET

14

16

18

20

22

99-107

POLE 59 5/8”

8

---

---

---

---

99-109

POLE 66 1/2”

---

9

---

---

---

99-111

POLE 74 1/4”

---

---

10

---

---

99-113

POLE 80 7/8”

---

---

---

11

---

99-115

POLE 87 3/8”
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